E-Biking - The Horizon100 Cycling Club?
Short summary of E-Bikes and how they function:
An electric bicycle also known as an ebike is a bicycle with an integrated electric motor which
can be used to assist propulsion.
https://ebikebc.com/ebike-regulations-insaskatchewan/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwmIuDBhDXARIsAFITC_50Kj7qr4u2UN2lr8Yw06ZNXg3J6N5ksM2klBUIH6CRy2iResj_cwaAt7PEALw_wcB

Electric power bicycles have two classifications in Saskatchewan. An electric assist bicycle can
have either two or three wheels and can use pedals and a motor simultaneously. A power cycle
uses either pedals and motor, or motor only. Both must have engines with a 500-watt-power
limit and must not be able to exceed 32 km/h. Riders of power cycles need to be 16 and require
at least a learner’s driving license. The electric assist bicycle does not require a license and
helmets are required. Both are treated as regular bicycles in regard to local bylaws.
https://www.sgi.sk.ca/motorcycle/-/knowledge_base/motorcycle-handbook/power-assistedbicycles1
Power-assisted bicycles (electric assist) (also known as pedal assist) means any two- or threewheeled bicycle that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is equipped with an electric assist motor that is no larger than 500 watts
is designed to be propelled with the combination of muscular power and power assist
from the electric motor
cannot be operated at a speed of greater than 32 km/h (20 mph) on any level service
Driver’s license required: No
Age restriction: 14 years of age or older
Registration required: No (special bicycle sticker may be required by city)
Helmets: Operator requires an approved bicycle or motorcycle helmet
Operation rules: Must be driven in accordance with the rules of the road under The
Traffic Safety Act normally applicable to a bicycle and cannot be operated in any area
restricted by municipal bylaw.

Throttle assist:
Any gas-powered cycles, electric cycles larger than 500 watts or without pedals are considered
motorcycles and all motorcycle licensing requirements and equipment standards apply.
Throttle assist can be operated by pedaling and the motor or motor only.
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Review of the E-Bike demographic and how they would fit into the Cycling Club:
Results showed the demographics of electric bike users, which included populations of people who tend
to cycle less, such as women, older adults, people with physical limitations and people with longer
distances to travel.
In discussion with Greg, the principal with Bike Dr. and other bike shop owners they advised that
younger individuals purchase E-Bikes to commute but the biggest growing sector is 50’s and 60-yearolds who want exercise and adventure. These include gravel, road, and mountain E-Bikes.
E-bike Market Size, Growth, Industry Trends & Forecast (2021-2026) (imarcgroup.com)
Cycling has numerous physical and mental health benefits such as improved cardiovascular
fitness, muscle strength and flexibility along with the reduced risk of stress and depression.
Electric bike experts: Which demographics are the customers of the future? (cyclingindustry.news)
Though certainly selling well to older or returning cyclists, the myth that electric bikes are for the over
50s has been busted wide open.
In the past e-bikes were considered to be ridden by elderly customers only, but this is changing rapidly.
The market from Cube’s perspective, a market advisory group, is that now everybody wants to have fun
and equalize age, fitness level or purpose while cycling.
E-Bike Facts and Statistics 2020 | Juiced Bikes
Seniors in particular, benefit from E-bike riding
An e-bike can be used like a traditional bike with the motor turned off
Riders have the freedom to choose their workout intensity
E-bikes help riders travel longer distances because of the pedal assist
Helps riders traverse hills and trails with ease
Top Health Benefits
Improves Cardio Vascular Health
VO2 efficiency
Lowered blood pressure
Overall improved heart function
Reduces Stress:
Boost’s rider’s self-esteem
Improves stress tolerance
Sharpens mental acuity
Minimizes feelings of fatigue
Raises overall levels of self-reported happiness and life satisfaction
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Increase Mobility:
One in 4 e-bike riders report physical impairments that keep them from riding a
standard bicycle. E-bike use allows riders to experience increased mobility or riding a
bicycle due to pedal assist.

Review of safety issues or concerns:
Ray spent some time “googling” “how to ride an ebike in a road bike club”. What showed up was a clear
dislike for ebikes by the “old boys club” roadies. Most concerns centered around skill level, etiquette,
and safety.
I think we, the Horizon 100 cycling club, have long seen the need to address all three of these issues.
We have done so by the implementation of the Road Ready Boot camp. It addresses the development
of riding skills, the issue of etiquette, and how to ride safely with other cyclists. So, we are proactive
when it comes to the education of our members regarding cycling in a pack.
Our practice of teaching people how to ride together is paramount to any new cyclist riding with the
club. So. most concerns about skill, etiquette, and safety can be addressed quite easily.
There are possible deviations from our practices that might come to the fore when riding with ebikes.
One issue is drafting.
An ebike does not require drafting. So, this could vary the time spent at the front of the pack. This can
be both a plus and a negative aspect. On the negative side, ebike riders may want to stay out front of
the pack beyond our typical 1-2km pull recommendation. However, this is no different than the desire
by strong riders to spend more time at the front of the pack. On the positive side, should a group
encounter a strong wind the ebiker can provide extended pull times at the front of the pack to allow for
more rest time by the following riders. Since we usually ride in a very windy environment the ebiker
may prove to be a big asset to the pack.
A second issue is climbing hills.
It is our common practice to wait at the top of a hill for following riders. So, this can still be a regular
practice. Even though the ebiker will be able to climb hills faster than a non ebiker, the practice of
stopping at the top of hills to wait for others can still be practiced.
A third issue is exhaustion of the ebike battery.
What is the club’s responsibility to an ebiker when the battery on the bike is depleted? This is no
different than a road bike that is not ridable. We would help this rider out the best way we know how.
A fourth issue is the use of ebikes in a strong tailwind.
Since the upper limit of the speed of an ebike is capped at 32 km/hr, a strong tailwind may produce
speeds in the pack that exceed 32 km/hr and the ebiker could be dropped by a group riding faster than
32 km/hr. Again our club policy would suggest that we not drop riders for any reason. Our intention is
to provide a safe and enjoyable environment for all riders.
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SGI
SGI recorded 110 bike related injuries related to collisions with vehicles last year. But it is not known
what proportion were ebikes.
While SGI has regulation regarding the speed and output of Ebikes, there are ebikes out there that
weight up to 75 lbs, have huge motors and can go up to 40 k/h. There are a number of bikes out there
that are 750-1000 watts and travel 50km/h.
Review of test ride May 1st, Saturday morning ride.
An ebike from Bike Dr. was used on the Saturday morning ride May 1st. It definitely has an advantage
for the rider. The advantage occurs when going up hills, taking off from a standing start, and riding into
the wind. When taking off from a standing start, one or two pedal strokes can get you going faster than
most regular bike riders on normal bikes. Going up hills can be done at the same speed as cruising
speed. Going into the wind only requires you to pedal normally. These features are ok if riders are
distanced apart as is the case during covid times. However, when we are allowed to pack ride once
again then we need to examine the impact of the bike on riding in close quarters. The rider is mostly in
control but the bike does have some response to the rider’s input. Despite the efforts to pedal
smoothly, there are surges in the motor that may propel a rider forward.
We need to ride an ebike in the heart of the pack to see how easy or difficult it is to control in the pack.
Review of a test ride with an ebike road bike on a Wednesday evening ride.
I rode an ebike road bike in a group of three riders. We rode on 219 to the old 219 highway. There was
a section of the old highway that had some small hills. When I rode up the hills, I was able to go faster
than most people. I waited at the top of the hills for the others.
We had a tailwind on the way home and one of the things I noticed was that when I exceeded 32 km/hr
the motor stopped working and I had to power the bike without the motor assist. This could be done
for a short period of time but because of the weight of the bike (around 50 lbs.) it would be hard to
sustain this over a long distance.
One more thing that I noticed was that when I got back from the ride my jersey was not wet with
perspiration and I had not taken a drink from my water bottle. The effort required to keep the ebike
going was significantly less than what is required on a regular bike.

Review of the status of E-Biking in the Club:
•
•
•
•

Demographics of Horizon 100 is aging – largest age group in the club is 55+ (?)
We could ‘grow’ our club by allowing individuals who ride e-bikes to join/participate (if numbers
are important)
We would be inclusive rather than exclusive
‘Club rides offer different distances and speeds to match abilities and desires of all our
members’, this is taken from the club home page…it could include e-bikes
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Bike Stores carrying Ebikes include:
Some of the local bike shops were consulted re e bikes and the general consensus is that:
• All ages are buying ebikes. From 30 years on up
• They are buying them for a variety of reasons. Commuting, better for the environment, and
efficiency are but a few of the reasons
• There is a concern about throttle ebikes and the ability to control the throttle. Some of the bike
shops only sell pedal assist bikes because they only operate when the rider is pedaling.

Bike Universe
Bike Doctor
Doug’s Spoke’N Sport

Recommendations:
We can start with the premise that since we are a bike club, some form of human propulsion
is required from each rider regardless of the bike.
We recommend that pedal assist ebikes be allowed to be ridden in the club rides since the
action of pedaling is required to activate the bike.
If a current active member comes to the ride with an ebike and has experience riding in the
pack then he/she should be allowed to ride with the club.
If a new member comes to a ride with an ebike and does not have pack riding experience they
will be treated like all new members and they will be required to: a) either go through the Road
Ready Boot Camp or b) ride with an experienced member to learn the practices and procedures
of how to ride in a pack. This will be ongoing up to such time as the rider is deemed to have
developed the necessary cycling skills and practices that are typical to club members.
Throttle assist bikes should not be allowed to be part of the club since they may be operated by
the motor only and thus fall more closely under the rules and regulation of being a motorcycle.
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